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LIBERTY AE20 ENGINE 110DIFIED TO
USE HEAVY OIL INSTEAD CF GASOLINE

Washington. April 25.-A substitute for the gasoline engine in aeronautical

17ork has been developed by modifying the Liberty engine so that it will use fuel

Oil instead of gasoline, Dr. Joseph A. Ames, chairman of the =cautive committee

Of the National Advisory Cor.r.ittee for Aeronautics, announced at the -zleeting of the

National Academy of Sciences this afternoon.

Liberty engine has been modified so as to work by an injection of oil,"

Dr. Ames said, in telling of the studies that are being rade by the camittee at

its laboratories at Langley Field, Va. "The piston has been increasef, in size in

order to produce a suitable compression. Air is admitted, rapidly compressed thus

raising the temperature aufficiently to ignite the oil which is admitted as a jet,

the pressure thus produced drives the piston back, etc. The advantages are: Small

veight of oil required for a given distance, small cost, and diminution of fire risk.

The horsepouer per cylinder thus far obtained is not as great as that of the ordi-

mry Liberty; but, with an engine designee for oil injection, better results will

be obtained."

The perfection of this eligine, Which is being accomplished, is enpectel to

result in a motor for lighter-than-air craft that will be safe from fire d:r.ccr and

economical. This new acre engine, operating on the same kind of fuel as now used

by Diesel engines in ships and stationary ?ever plant, together dith non-flarable

helium as the lifting gas, will =ice dirigible transportation practically possible

in war and commercially practicable in peaco. The heavy oil engine will also be
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T7o other important aeronautical problams are approaching solution, Dr. Ames

declared. These are: To determine the shaDc and section of a wing -:/hich will in-

Prove the performance of an airplane and to replace the ordinary e.nperirents on

Models of airplanos..or their parts by a method giving complete information cover-

inc full-sized machines.

Apparatus has been devised to measure and record photographically the pressure

On any :art of an airplane at any instant while it is in full flight. From the

information obtained in this my a new type of airplane uing has been made which

affors marked advantages over all nx:7 in use, both aerodynamically and structurally,

Dr. Ames said.

Enperinonts made, in the past on models of airplanes have not yielded data that

aan be applied immediately to design of full-sized planes. From the nature of the

['orces on an airplane experts found that if the air around the model be compressed

to 20 atmospheres the enperimental results could he used directly for accurate de-

sign. In order to obtain these conditions the national ccrinittec; has had a large

tank 34 feet long and 15 feet in diameter 'milt for use as a high pressure wind

laznnel. Dr. Ames said that this is the only tunnel of its irdnd in the world, and

the largest tank of its kind without internal bracing ever made in this country.

the balances and apparatus in this tunnel worked automatically, and the

tdngs are taken through small winda715. The results obtained fram this no':: appa-

ratus will open up entirely new ficlds in aerodynamics", said Dr. Amos.

BRaucAsrs

Radio NCW3 of the 7eek
PLL.ITS LAID FOR NEW Lti.73 1.11D

Whshirgton. The governmental radio conference is now framing the final
araft of the laws and regulations that will govern the future radio activity of the
coUntry. A bill prepared by the conference will be introduced into both houses of
Colzress to provide new radio conrunication laws. The report of the general confer-
onCe vill not only give the draft of regulations, but will e;:plain what kinds of radio
broadcasting will be allowed, using sono of the questions received in response to its
preliminary rcport as cnanplos. The new lkgislation will give the Secretary of Cur.-

tlerce much greater p7Ter over ether comnunication thzol he now has.
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One of the most remarkable stars of the northern hemisphere, and to navigators

e most important, is our familiar pole-star, Polaris, Alpha in the constellation

of the Lesser Bear, or Llnha Ursa° idneris as it is labelled astronomically.

Polaris, as nearly everyone knows, is thc second ..eagnitude star at the end of

e handle of the Little Dipper. It is found most readily by the aid of the Pointers

Of the Big Dipper which are the two stars in the bowl of the dipper located farthest

orn the handle. A line drawn through these two stars and e=bended a distance ecaal

to about five times the distance bet7eon them brings 'as to Polaris which is yellovr-

ish in color and stands apart from any other bright star. In the spring of the year

C Greater Bear or, as ve call it, the Big Dipper, ao:ears high in the early evening

th
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S17 east of the meridian. e'e can then more easily find Polaris with the aid of the

'130

a

Of

inters than in the late fall arid 7;inter evenings when the Big Di?por lies nearly

the horizon and is usually hidden from vie"; by trees or buildings.

A small telescope will separate Polaris into two stars. The companion star is

faint, white star of the ninth magnitude distant from Polaris only eighteen seconds

arc. The least distance between two stars that the unaided eye can detect is about

tour minutes of arc.

Twenty years or so ago it was discovered by moans of the spectroscope that the

brighter star was also a double star. The two ccm)onents were too close tcgether to

be

st

to

Cl

separated visually in any telescope. Later invostigaticns showed that the brighter

ar leas triple, that is, it consists of throe suns. The faint white colTan,ion star

rms with these three a system of four suns revolving about a common center of gravit‘i,

Still more recently it has been discovered that the brightest of the stars variee

gularly in brightness in a period, of nearly four :lays. It belongs to the important

as of stars knuan as Cepheid vuriable stars whose changes of light, it is believ-

ed, are caused by periodic internal disturbances. With one ezception Polaris is the

nearest to the earth of all the Cepheid variables which arc in general at great dis-

tances from us. Latest measuraments of the distance of Polaris show that the li&ht

Of this star takes two centuries to travel to the earth at the rate of 186,000 miles

second, that is,its distance is about two hundred light years.

Mire all Cepheid variable stars, Polaris is a cjant star. It rives forth about
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five hundred and twenty-five times 0.s mudh light as our gun sun. If Polaris and the

sun were placeC at a'distance of thirty-thrue liEht years the sun wuuld be a fifth

nlagnitude starjust within the range of visibility of the naked eye while Polaris

170111d outshine Sirius, the brightest star in the heavens.

As a practical aid to navigators and e=plerers Pblaris is unsurpassed in impor-

tatce by any other star in the northern hemisphere. It is now located within one

degree and fourteen minutes of the true north pole of the heavens which lies on the

line connecting Polaris with Mizar, the star at the bend of thehAndle of the Dig Dipper.

Its distance from the pole will decrease until the year 2095 when it will be a little

less than half a degree away from it. After that its distance from the north pole of

the heavens will gradually Increase again.

As is well known to navigators the altitude of Polaris above the horizon is eeual

to the latitude of the lace of observation.

 IWO

l'ROOF OP MAN BEFORE ICE AGE GIVES
111:1,7 COITCUPTION OF HUrAN ANTILTITY

Washington. April 24.- Evidence that ran e;:isted before the groat Ice Age, at

-east over 520,000 years ago, was presented by Dr. Henry Fairfield Osborn and Dr.

C. A. Reed of the American Musaum of Natural History to the Pational Academy of

Sciences at its meeting this afternoon.

The recent discovery of Tertiary man near Ipswich, England, known as the Fo::hall

led Professor Osborn to visit the locality and to make a very careful study of

the animal life which surrounded this ran. Unlike the now famous "Cave Man" of the

ITammoth and reindeer period, the Fo:rhall man was surrounded by relatively primitive
tastodons, rhinoceroses, and saber-tooth 'a:tigers, also by t3o kinds of elephants,
tho straight-tusked elephant and the southern elephant. This was long before the
Ice Age, when England, even in latitude 530, was enjoying a very mild climate. Since
It is known that the Fm:hall man was capable of raking ten or twelve different kinds
Of flint implements, of providing himself with clothing, and of building a fire,
he sets a ncw and very remote date for the antiguityyof man, because he is separat-
ad- from the Recent -period by the whole stretch of Quaternary time, or the Ice Age.

Scientists have estimated the duration of the Ice Age from 100,000 to 700,000
Years, but Prof. Osborn is inclinca to acdept the intermediate estimate of 520,000
Years made by the great German geologist Albrecht Penck.

The Fo:rhall man is at present known only by the flint instruments that he has
left behind. Unlike Pithecanthropus erectus, the Heidelberg man, the Piltdown man,
4116. the Neanderthal and art-loving Cro-1^.agron races, parts of his skeleton have not
Yet been revealed to nzdern eyes.
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SCIETTIST TELLS HOW HE
TRA,TTSPIUTES TAET.L INTO GAS

-5-
April 24, 1922.

Washington, April 25.- The recent announcement that Dr. Gerald L. Wendt had

broken down the barrier between the elements by transmuting the heavy metal tungste
n

into the light gas helium caused scientists to anticipate with eagerness the details

of his work. The experimental methods by which those . results had been g

Obtained were for the first time revealed this morning when Dr. VI. F. Hillebrand

road the report of Dr. Wendt's ':Tork to the National Academy of Sciences.

The fact that Sir Ernest Rutherford of Cambrdige University had questioned the

discovery when it was cabled to the London Times gave peculiar interest to Dr.

VIendt's explanation of the precautions he took to avoid the errors that the British

scientist had suggested. The only evidence of the decomposition of .the atoms that

Prof, Rutherford had been able to get is the photographic tracks of the hydrogen

tuclei expelled from single atoms but Dr. Wendt claims to have obtained a quantita-

tive transmutation of metal into gas in measurable amounts. This indicates that he

has attained in the Eount Wilson Observatory laboratory, where the work was done,

temperatures comparable to these of the hottest stars where helium predominates and

the heavy metals are not found.

Science Service has obtained Dr, Wendt's account of these remarkable experiments;

HOW TUNGST7N ATOFS 72RE EXPLODED

By Dr. Gerald L. Wendt

The method of converting tungsten into helium consists in charging an 
electrical

conderser to 25,000 volts or more and then dischargin this large quantity of ener

as rapidly as possible through the finest obtainable wire. The wire explodes with

a brilliant flash that lasts less than 1/20,000th of a second and is practi
cally

confined to 1/300,000th of a second. The flash is some 100 timos as bright as di-

rect sunlight, the rressure developed by the vapors is some 50 atmospheres and the

temperature is .momentarily above 20,000 degrees. The explosion wave is propelled

at ten times the velocity of sound and the mechanical effects are very violent. Dr.

J. A. Anderson of the nt. Wilson Observatory showed two years ago that very fine
metallic wires can thus be electrically exploded at temperatures between 20,000

 and

30,000 degrees.

The application of this method involved simply the conducting of the e:Tlos
ion

in a glass bulb especially designed to withstand the violence of the explosion 
and

the collection and analysis of tho gases produced. Two general methods were employ-

ed. In one the explosion was produced in a bulb exhausted to the highest possible
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degree, the gases produced then remaining In the bulb for spectroscopic examination

in a side-tube attached for this purpose. In the other the explosion was produced

111 pure carbon dioxide at atmospheric pressure, the gases after explosion being

Passed into a nitrometer filled with strong potassium hydroxide solution to absorb

the carbon dioxide and leave the residual gas produced in the explosion. The for-

raer is more rigorous in excluding impurities but the latter permits the collection
?f the gases from successive explosions into a large volume for chemical analysis.

Vires of various metals, including iron, nicizel, copper, silver and platinum, were

?zploded, but in all the experiments here described tungsten was used both because

high-:ltomic weight enhanced the possibility of decomposition and because it has

sufficient mechanical strength to be readily supported between electrodes even in

extremely thin wires. hares about 4 ems. in length and 0.03 rim. in diameter were

used in these explosions.

For the eXplosions in vacuum it Was essential to produce the highest attainable.

evacuation both in order to axclUde residual gaseous impurities and to prevent the

discharge from arcing through the gas. A pcwerful double mercury vapor diffusion 

PI:Imp with a good oil-immersed mchaniCal fore-pump was therefore used, with a liquid
air trap between it and the rest of the system to prevent bacR diffusion of mercury
vapor. Exhaustion was continued for fifteen hours with the bulb encased 'within an

electric furnace and maintained at 350 degrees Centigrade in order to drive off gases

adoring to its inner surfaces. Meanwhile a current was passed through the wire

maintaining the wire at white heat in order to remove absorbed gases. At the ahd
Of fifteen hours a large side-tube which was attached just above the bulb and which

contained thoroughly out7gassod coconut charcoal, was immersed in liquid air for
ton minutes in order to complete the evacuation. The bulb was then sealed off at
a constriction from the pump system.

The wire was then exploded. There was at once abundant gas in the bulb and
the capillary, when electrically excited, showed a bright and complex spectrum,
the characteristic yellew line of helium being especially bright. The green mer-
cilry line was always faintly visible. Two red lines, one bright blue and one violet
line were also characteristic. The nitrogen bards formed a bacleground. Neon and
Other noble gases were absent.

The circumstances under which the explosions were conducted by this method
'fere such as to reduce to a minimum the four possible sources of contamination with
helium, namely leakage inward of external air, release of adsorbed gas from the
glass surfaces, release of gas adsorbed in the wire and the electrodes, and contam-
ination of the tungsten with helium-bearing thorium. The second method of explo-
sion, however, shows that the volumes of gas obtained were far larger than can be
accounted for by these sources.

In the second method the wire was exploded in a bulb filled with pure carbon
dioxide gas which was afterwards absorbed by potassium hydroxide solution. In 21
such explosions volumes of gas averaging over one cubic centimeter were collected.
The weight of the wires used varied from 0.5 to 0.8 milligram and if this were con-
verted completely into helium the volume of the latter would be frcm 2.5 to 4 cc,
If helium was the only product the yield was therefore between 25 and 50 per cent
Of the entire weight of tungsten. Since the hydrogen spectrum was uniformly absent,
Other gases which may have been formed would reduce the theoretical volume obtain-
able and thus bring the yield of gas to still a higher figure.

This is a preliminary report and is published only because failure of my health
Prevents its present completion. Atomic decomposition is by no means proved but
is rendered so probable as to rake further study by this method imperative. Credit
is duo Clarence E. lrion for the experimental work, including construction of the
transformer, rectifier and condenser, and thanks are cordially expressed to the
American Association for the Advancement of Scienco, whose research grant provided
Punds for the apparatus.
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CAST DOLT1.7.' 01: Tr2,17air.UTATIO27
AND

-7ashinton. April 25.- This is not the first time that helium has been report-

ed under similar conditions to those of Dr. Wendt's experiwonts, it was learned

here today.

;Jome ten :7,Jars ago, Prof, L. l!illikan, then of the University of Chicago,

re:Dorted that helium linos could be deected with a spectroscope after a strong

electrical discharge had been passed between tun(3sten points in a high vacuum. Prof.

Rutherford at that time interpreted this as due to a smll amount of helitua gas

occluded in the Lletal rather than to a decomposition of tungsten. In commenting

O n earlier reports of Dr. 77en(lt's well:, Prof. 2'‘utherford in a London periodical,

has again suggested this explanation, and adds: ''On modern views, we should anti-

cipate that the disintegration of a hL,avy atom into lighter atoms, that is, into

atoms of helium, would be accompanied by a large evolution of energy, a much more

definite and more delicate test of disintegration of heavy atoms into helium than

the spectroscope." He also points out that in Coolidge tubes used in producing

4-rays an intense tream of electrons of energy about 100,000 volts is constantly

employed to bombard a tungsten target for long intervals, but no evolution of helium

has so far been observed.

LOUD aLlUCIITC T:1:2DIT.01T.:3
Nr.7 TOOL III HUI.IAIT.

•

7ashinLton. April 25.- The loud speaking telephone was described as a "nev.tool

' in the conduct of human relations" by Dr. Frank D. Jewett of the "lestern :lectric

Company when he de.lonstrated this apparatus to the National Academy of '.eiences.

"The loud speaking telephone has within the past tuo years been brought to

a state of perfection far in advance of anything existing heretofore," Dr. Jewett

said. In the present state of the art it is pessible to employ the loud speal:ig

telephone for the purpose of addressing vast audiences either immediately in the

neighborhood of the speaker or separated from him by thousands of miles. There is

no substantial limit to the nurher of auditors who may be addressed simultaneously.

A loud speaking telephone vas installed on the platform during the sessions

Of the meeting.
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ITAN 771LL REGUILA2E WATER
LEVEL OF GREAT LAKES

Viashinto,n. April 25.- That man will he able to roLulo.to the level of the

Groat Lakes at will and so save millions in transportation charges is the 
prophesy

Of Prof. John P. Hayford of Northwestern University Eade at the meeting of 
the

National Academy of Sciences hero this morning. For cloven years, working with the

ai(1. of grants from the Carnegie institution of Washington, Prof. Hayford has 
been

studying the levels and evaporatien.of the Great Lakes.

"If the depth of water at the St. Clair Flats in the path of the big lake

freishters above Detroit wore raisca only ono-tonth of a foot by a dam at 
Niagara

River, it

States by

e:campl e

would save more than half a million dollars to the poo-ole of the United

reducing the cost of carrying freight, " Prof. Hayford said in giving one

The information that Prof. Hayford has gained will be of great aid in

Power development and the St. Lawrence river project.

Prof. Hayford has been stud:yin:3 the effect of wind and barometric pressure

on the levels of water in the Great Lakes.

"The surface of the water of any one of the Great Lakes is never level ancept

bY accident," he says. "It always has a slope in some direction, produced by the

17ind, by barometric ')ressures, or by the water of the lake oscillating as if it were

in a great wash-basin. The correct knoleage of those things is a key to various

scientific problems and ultimately will :novo to be worth millions, in their appli-

cation, to the people of the United States."

"It has long boon kmuwn that a wind blowing over a lake tends to pile up the

water on the lee shore and to pull it down on the windward shore. Haw large is this

effect? Is the response of the water to the wind immediate? It has not boon

nossiblo to answer those questions confidently in the past. Now it is knTrn that

the response is prerpt coae that the effect of a given winO in disturbing the water

level at any point in the world may be computed in advance. It is knuan that the

strongest winds that blow have almost no effect in changing the water level at

various points, as,for example, at nilvaukec on Lake Liichigan and lacldnaw City on

Lake Huron. On the other hard, it is known that a wind of 50 miles per hour from

the southwest piles up the water a foot at Buffalo and pulls it down simultaneuusly

more than a foot at the west end of Lake Erie. The reason for this entrome con-

trast between different places and for the fact that the, wind, effect is greatest in
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long shallow bays is now accurately %nom."

"The lake surface is also cobtinunly tiltirc up, first in one 
direction, then

it another, in response tc varying barometric pressures. The water tends to go towar(

a region of low barometric pressure and pile up there. Such effects at 11..9.cl:in.-xi City

and Milwaukee frequently amount to 3 inches or nore, although wind 
effects at these

Points are almost inappreciable."

"Just as a piano string struck once, or the air in an organ pipe 
continuously

agitated by a reed, vibratos with its natural period, so the 
water of each of the

Great Lakes under the many impulses given it by the winds and 
barometric pressures

oscillates back and forth. Sometimes the whole of a lake is concerned in 
an oscilla-

tion, and Sanetimes the lake oscillates in parts. Such oscillations in la1.7.es are

called seiches."

"The water of Lake Erie frequently oscillates back and, forth 
lengthwise the

lake with a swinging notion like the water in a wash-basin. It takes 13.1 hours

for a complete oscillation of this kind. An oscillation once started sometimes con-

times for several days. In contrast to this deep bass note, so to speak, Lake Erie

has two treble notes. The deep part in the eastern one-third of the lake 
oscillates

by itself with a short period, 3.7 hours. Near Cleveland the water frequently os-

cillates back and forth crosswise the lake between Cleveland and the 
Canadian shore."

Prof. Hayford can now maim observations for one day that toll as 
much about the

:level of the lakes as sixteen day6s, work formerly did.

The thirst of thu sky has also been measured by Prof, Hayford. 
He finds that

O'1 many ammer days more water is evaporated from Lake Michigan and 
Lake Huron than

flows . past Detroit on that day. .

Mom M. IN=

SUNSHINE Earl riAR WOULD

MaT 424 F:2T OF ICE

Uashirgton. April 24.- If there wore a layer of tee 424 feet
 thick completely

surrounding the sun, the sun's rays Shining on it continuously at 
right angles only

one year could molt it and thus give up as many heat units as 
the burning of

400,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 tons of anthracite coal. Those were figures announc-

ed by Dr. C. G. Abbot, assistant secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution, at the

meeting of the National Academy of Sciences here this afternoon 
as the result of
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twenty years of observatims on the solar constant of rr.eiation.

nneo 1902, about 2,000 observations of the suris heat have been made at

°int widely scroarated places, and he final mean result has been 1.94 calories

)er square centimeter per minute. This is the scientific state=nt of amount

Of heat that in a 'car would melt the 424 foot layer of ice, which if it were

around the sun 7/ould weigh 40,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 tons.

'This is a measure of the sun's yearly output of radiatim1,- said Dr.

Abbot, in presenting' his conclusions jointly vith 1. E. l'owle and L. D. 
Aldrich.

"It can be compared a thousand or ton thousand years hence with the value 
which

prevail then, if in the meantime our records are 2reserved as faithfully for 
pos-

terity as the 3aby1onian Slay tablets have preserved for us the records of t
he

How unfortunate that the Babylonians did not observe the solar constant:"

th.e solar heat

. Abbot's worh wac begun in 1902, the best instruments for observing

at the surface of the earth differed by at least 50 per cent in theil

iiidicotions, and the values of the sun's heat as it is outside the atmosphere, 
,ab-

lisheC in the best te;:t-books, ranged from 1.76 'oo calories per scvaro centi-

meter per minute. iTothing was hnavn as to the liLlits o: he solar variability.

Nov, a large mass of data on the finaeness of the sun has been obtained.

"Cur observations have shown that the sun does not vary so much as many

of the other stars 2r. Abbot said. "Its rane of variation within the last

70 years has apparently not 0:7ceeded 12 per cent. On the other hand, fluctuations

from 1 to 5 per cent appear to occur frecuently at iiTe:ular intervals vfint irreg-

ular ranges of variation. -.Cor irstance, at the i:le of the great sun-spot c,rcu?

of 1.,z_roil 22, 1920, a fall of solar radiation of about 3 per cent occurred, correL-

ponding to the passage of the sun-spots across the center of the sun. There is

a long period solar variation attending the changes of solar activity 4Tvea1ee

sun-spots, pl6minences, and other visible solar phenomena, so that high values of

solar variation occur at times of high solar activi
yø The range is about "S 12er

cent for 100 7Io1f sun-spot numbers."

"Clearly, if the sun is thus variable, the planets which shine by reflec"-

ed light must vary correspondingly but not necessarily at the same instant as the

earth, since the earth and the other planets may lie in different directiors in

the heavens as seen from the sun. A feu hihly accurate observations of the

brightness of the planet 3aturn, made by Dr. CAlthnick of the 3erlin-3abelsberg
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Observatory, have been compared e;lth the solar obee-ev'atleLas of t'ee

Institution. It is found that 1 per cent chatze in the sun appeore to 2:oduec

1 Per cent chance in Saturn, tae allowance beinc made for the rate of veGation

Of the sun which carries the rays of variable intensity around at the rate of

one revolution in about 27 days."

"A connection betv:een the variation of the seal's heat and ,eeat',er ',..ere on

earth has been worked out by the Weather Dureau of .Lrgentiva", Dr. Abbot announced

"Regular forecasts, a week in advance, are made there bc,sed upon the sela: obser-

vations of the Smithsonian institution at ::ontozuma, Chile, teleLral?'eed in from

clay to day.-

iLlpoar,im in:cT AT201:5
NATIvn CORX-30=1

e?shington. April 2,1.- The forein legions of insects that goverma.nt ento-

mOlocists are importinc into this country to prey upon the insect vevil.ca that

have invaded cu:' fields from other lands are not only efficiently e:Gtoe2-i.e.- the

foreign foe but in many cases do good work in destroying harmful native im,ec;Gs,

L. 0. Howard, chief of the U. S. Bureau of 2ntomolocy, declared hero today in

an address before the Yfational Academy of Sciences.

The covorneient ineect fighters are beginning to lauLch an offeneive on the

-2uropean corn-bo2.er, wMch is threcteninE, our r-reet fields of conl in the Kiftdla

Jest. Jr. i.owaau announced that they are raising armies of a ne.ve ir,-;orted para-

site, found only last summer in a ret;ion of South Prance, near Hyeres, 3ome thou-

sands of those insects, known as Habrobrocon brevicornis, have boon lai5o:. in lab-

oratories, libe:mted and sent to battle iv the fields.

In addiAon to destroyin2,- the :uro-Dean corn-borer, Dr. Harard believes

that this new insect fighter will attack the native cornstalk borer that is espe-

ially prevalent in the southeastern United States, are that it will also parasite

ize upon a Lepio?t;erous borer domaL'inc erzar cane in .-eouisiam. Lobo:a-Gory e.:':-

)erirents ;;h:t the new ?araeite :eanaes to lay its eggs ler, the larvae of the

%orer while in t'ee conist;alk and teas deebroys thee,.

"Since iniGial success of he o --)rent of J,rriculturo

ir ladyi:(1 beetle 7c.lifernia to destroy the fluted
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scale in the 80'3, a great deal of successful 1,-;ork of the same sort has been done

in different parts of the world," Dr. Howard said. "Parasite introduction has

never been attempted in any part of the world on so large a scale as it has been

in this country since 1905 in the effort to secure the -Uropean and Japanese

parasites and natural enemios of the cipsy moth and the 7uropean enemies of the

brown-tail moth."

Dr. Howard announced that for the first time since the world war, enperts

Of the Bureau of atomoloa ar3 now in 2urope and Ja.)an studying the native para-

sites of the Gipsy moth and cudeavorin:„ to send over new supplies of these that

failed to successfully live here.

The Tachinid fly, a parasite of the brown-tail moth, has attacked a number

of native injurious species and has not only spread all over the whole Gipsy moth

territory but has established itself in some cases twenty miles beyond.

3TUDY AITII1/11,3 TC 1.477Ali1T
41,30ITT. IrUl IAN DI 07.222

7fashington. April 24.- In order to secure knowlecige which will tell more about

how such epidemic diseases in man as menincitis, poliomelitis, influenza and chol-

era are spread and caused, rrs. Simon Fle:mer and L. Amos of the Reckefollot

Institute for nedical Research arc rakinc studies of the moans of spreading typhoid

among mice and septicemia amon rabbits, they announced today to the ITational Acad-

emy of rciences. house typhoid is spread in a manner similar to hunan typhoid,

and rabbit seDticamia is tyoical of respiratory diseases.
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-:;ashiton. 2E.- That hyLrogen r:ives off fi.ve million times as much

!loator. it is transnutue into helium as it 77.oes 7hen it u-iites o::yccn

form --rater,•,-/as stated by Professor :T. D. Earkins of the University of Chicago to

the 1Tational Academy of bciences meeting here today.

Hitherto the hottest chewlical reaction :mown 77as the burning of hyrirogen

but this is insignificant copare(. .ith the energy cvolved when four !.-Iye.roen at.;,.To

unite to form on hclium atom. If four s'rams, only one seventh of an gacc, of

-,ic.ogen is Gransmutod into hell= as Ghe amount of heat oroCmce(. is 6709000,000,00D

calories. This would be enough to 3u2ply a man 7iith muscular onor::, for 600 years

if the Inumaa boe.y vere capable of oo using :-Te.roen in the place of food.

2ortunate1: this transformation of '1:C.:ego:a into heli= s does  not

l'eaaly occur otherwise i;1-1C-ro770111e. be e.aneca that the earth -culC. :aell.t in fcl-vent

Prosso.r ardis e- 21aince_ that the nucleus of th hcli= atom is composed

Of four -positive electrical zticles called y..otons anC. tvs neati7e electrical

?,':'-rtiols,callee. electrons. is clo- ether constitutes the alpl?s. _zrticics sucl?.

%c arc slot out fro-J.,. _acliu= as iG C.isi-.- GoLra:Ges into le2.(..

Atoms are supposed to be built u-o of units of 2rotons ami one electron

iith ot'Icr protons and electrons more or les,, loosely etachod. This mr::es it

)ossible that ato.,ls of the same chemical aemeat ::ay have afferent yei:hts. ucL

cases arc; called isotopes. :rofessor HarIcil,s has actually separat.ed chlorine into

t70 iso'co2os ef (Afferent Th-eic,ht.

'27 TiLIT ATY i0'Lr 7, I '.(371.T111.1.1111'

-;ashinton, A2ri1 25.-"The ear rust Cifferentiatc betrreen so'ds so nce.rly

that no c7-istin:, p'1:cical apparatus is cc,--)abic DC 6opa:aGinL'said Dr.

R. L. 71ez:el of the .ostern 2-lec[;ric ho (.ei.lc-:!strateL to the atio - 1

hcaclemy of ,cicnoo:, ne-7 insG=es Gle cc:in:

them to hear better.
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DO YOU KNOW THAT -

A plant to manufacture alcohol from molasses is being onnstructed at 
Anaheim,

California. The distillery has a capacity of 25 tons of nole.sses in 24 hours.

April 24, 1922

South African grasses known as tambookie, papyrus, and dobo, yield about 6 tons

per acre and vary from 5 to 16 feet in height. These grasses are used for paper

maalufacture.

According to Camille Flammarion, meteorologists arc
world. In the hottest weather of summer, when everybody

heat, they arc eager to see the mercury mount yet higher

rtaY be broken, and in the coldest weather of winter they
er, for the same reason.

the luckiest people in the

else is cmplaining of the

in order that a "record"

are anxious to have it cold-

Charging the atmosphere with an e::cess amount of carbonic acid gas has been

known to increase the yields of greenhouse cultivation.

DO YOU KNOW THAT

Potatoes freeze more quickly when exposed to a rapidly diminishing temperature

than the temperature diminishes slowly.

An "aphis" is an insect that steals the juices from the stems and roots of apple

trees.

It takes 62,000 clover blossoms to produce one pound of honey and it would te_kc

one bee 2,750,000 journeys to bring this one pound home.

Granite paving blocks are nanufactured in a great variety of sizes. Eleven

varieties were reported in 1917.

DO YOU ',MOW THAT -

The second Manchurian plague epidemic spread from Manchouli to Vladivostock, a

distance of 1072 miles.

Although 250,000 is annually spent in the planting of oyster shells in Connecti-

cut there has been continued 2allure to obtain a set of seed oysters. The hope of

restoring the industry appears to lie in the development of artificial fertilizatim

and propagation of young oysters.

In coal mines where blasting is dargerous the hydraulic cartridge is a safe and

effective substitute. It work t on the principle of the hydrostatic press, -splittiLg

the coal by the pressure of water. A cartridge containing quicklime, which enpand5

under the action of water, has also been ucecl as a substitute for anplosives in coal

mining.

Yellow corn is nuperior to white corn for the feeding of hogs not on pasture.

aufficient quantities of vitamines are present in yellow corn for rapid growth in

Pork production.
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DO YOU MTN/ THAT -
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The standard kilogram weights from which all other weights in the United States

derive their calibration have just been checked by the Bureau of Standards and fou
nd

to be accurate to within two-one hundred millionth of their mass.

A tunnel driven through hard rock by Emperor Claudius was 19 feet high, 9 feet

Wide and over 3 miles long. Over 11 years elapsed during its construction.

Lower grades ofeTaphite when purified are suitable for lubrication 
purposes.

Peary's first north polar expedition lasted four years, 189S-
1902, during which

Period he failed to get nearer than 343 miles to the Pole.

DO YQU KNOW THAT -

?ark.
One species of chinquapin, or wild chestnut, is found in the 

Yosemite National

Gasoline is produced by "cracking" heavier oils. The Burton process for this

Prouction yielded in 1921 a daily average of some 2,000,000 
gallons.

More than two-thirds of the people of India are Hindus.

Mistletoe has recently appeared on pine trees in Bavaria, 
having come from the

south. The Alps had previously acted as a barrier, and it is 
believed that the

Present introduction is due to seeds carried by the thrush.

DO YOU KNOW THAT -

The public water supply of Seattle, Washir7ton, is obt
ained from the carefully

patrolled Cedar River Watershed, passed through a settling 
tank and screen chamber

and chlorinated.

Among the resins which are most c:mmonly used in varnish
-making are various

natural resins of fossil or semi-fossil origin.

Although the evolution of the horse has been traced almos
t wholly from fossil

remains found in America, horses were unimown upon this 
continent in modern times

until introduce0 by the Spanish explorers.

Mechanical stokers of various designs are used by 
industrial plants. The proper

Operation of these stokers results in smokeless combustion.
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READING RITERIITCES TO NEVS-LETTER ARTICLES

LIR".__RTY MODIFILD TO US: HEAVY OIL- pa:e 1. WorIc of Bureau of Standards in

Testing Airplane Engines (Article in Scientific AL7erican Monthly, Feb. 19209 page 191)

Vilna Tunnels and Airplane Designs, (Scientific American Monthly, Nov. 1920, :
page 260-

263). Near-Diesel Engine for the Airplane, by H. F. Blanchard, (Scientific 
Ahlerican,

1922, page 65.) Variable Camber Wing, by H. F. Parker, (Scientific American

Monthly, Nov. 1920, page 264-267).

7112 CCI-72LEXITY OF POLARIS- page 3. Hew to Identify the Stars, by W. I. Milham,

(Macmillan, 1909). Beginners Star Book, by Kelvin Maread7, (Putnam's, 1912).

PROOF OF MAN BEFORE ICE AGE - page 4. Most Ancient Skeletel Remains of Van, by

A. Hrdlicka; (In Smithsonian Report, 1913, Vol I, page 491-552). Ancient Types of

by Arthur Keith, (Harpers, 1912). Man of the Old Stone Age, by H. F. Osborn,

(Sc:oibner's, 1921).

SCIENTIST TELLS HOW HE TRAIMUTES IIETAL INTO GAS - page 5. Discovery of Helium and

V/hat Came of It, by C. G. Abbot, (Smithconian Report, 1918, Vol I.)

11A,R WILL REGULATE WAT:R LEITEL OF GREAT LAKES - page 8. National Waterways in the

11. S., by Lt. Col. Vim. W. Harts, (Smithsonian Report, 19169 Vol. I, pages 545-578).

Lconomic Aspects of the Great Lalces7St. Lawrence Ship Channel, by R. S. MacLlwee

A. H. Ritter, (Ronald Press Co., N.Y., 1921).

StITT-II= EACH YEAR WOULD :TILT 424 FEET OF ICE, page 9. Radiation of the Sun, by C.G.

4bbot, (Smithsonian Report, 1912, Vol. 1, page 153-165). Study of Stellar Evolutica,

Chap. XII, by G. E. Hale, (University of Chicago Press, 1909).

IIIPORTED INSECT ATTACKS NATIVE CORP BORER, page 11. Injurious Insects, Chap. X,

Page 45-51, by W. C. O'Kane, (Lacmillan, 1912), Publications on the Gypsy Moth, by

L. O. Howard and others, (U.S. Department of Agriculture - Technical series 
No. 19).

FRAMIENTS OF SCIZXE

The fact that we can imagine nothing higher than ourselves, that we make even

our gods in our own image, offers no warrant for supposing that nothing higher 
will

ever be. What ape could have predicted man, what reptile the bird, what 
amoeba the

bee? -- Caleb Williams Saleeby.

All Flesh Is Grass.

Do you know of any animal that does not depend for its very existence on vita
lit:

conserved by plant life? Is not the food of all animals derived from plants? Do we

not depend on plant life as a mixture, not starch and sugar alone, for our
 existence?

Are we not, therefore, in the life essence taken as a whole, a part of the 
vegetable

kingdom, a transformed, perhaps transplanted part? Should we then, as one of nature

animals, define ourselves as lioving plants, because our very life essence is
 trans-

ferred to ourselves from vegetation? -- John W. Lloyd.

The germ-cell is a sort of a blind artist; its sketches are 
submitted to the

criticism of the fully formed organism, the seeing artist, who will
 put them in the

Proper light and bring out what there is in them of value. -- J. 
Arthur Thomson.

Everybody knows that every one of us individually became what we now 
are by

a slow process of evolution frcpia a microscopic spherule of protoplasm, 
and yet this

did not interfere with the idea of God as our individual maker. Why, then, should

the discovery that the species (or first individuals of each kind) 
originated by

evolution destroy our belief in God as the creator of species? -- Joseph Le 
Conte.

It seems as if an individual is non-musical owing to the presence of an 
inhibi-

tory factor preventing the expression of musical temperament which is potentia
lly

present in everyone. -- J. Arthur Thomson.


